Recently Tomollaga 1) and Schwinger!) have independently developed a relativistically covariant formulation of the quantum theory of field and have succeeded to the explanation of the level· shift ill the hydrogen atom and the anomalous nngnetic moment of the electron. Since, however, the present field theory cannot be form:'llated in a relativistically and gauge covariant way without introduction of the singular delta-function of Jordan and Pauli, the present theory gives the divergent results to such field reactioll problems and the remaining finite part can be not free from any ambiguity arising from\ the singular. nature of delta function.
Recently Tomollaga 1) and Schwinger!) have independently developed a relativistically covariant formulation of the quantum theory of field and have succeeded to the explanation of the level· shift ill the hydrogen atom and the anomalous nngnetic moment of the electron. Since, however, the present field theory cannot be form:'llated in a relativistically and gauge covariant way without introduction of the singular delta-function of Jordan and Pauli, the present theory gives the divergent results to such field reactioll problems and the remaining finite part can be not free from any ambiguity arising from\ the singular. nature of delta function.
One typical example of the appearance of such an ambiguity is the photon self energy. As first pointed out by Schwinger 2l , the photon self energy should be zero from the gauge covariant point of view, while, \Ventzel: n showed the photon self energy finite and non gauge covariant. Recently Pauli and Villars·) succeeded to give unique result for the problem of the photon self energy by using "regulators" called by them. As the non guage covariant and ambiguous terms appear also in the problem of meson decay';), we llsed Pauli's regulator in order to obtain the unique and gauge covariant form. In the first place, ill the r-decay of the scalarneutretto firstly calculated by Fukuda and l\fiyamotofl) there appears the convergent but non gauge covariant term, which further requires the necessity of condition J '11'% p(z)dz=O, ~C.lltl=O ill addition to Pauli's conditions 011 their regulator in order to obtain . the gauge covariant formulation. Secondly, there .also appears the convergent but nOll gauge· covariant term in the pseudovector coupling matrix element of the pseudoscalar Ileutretto, which vanishes by using Pauli's regulator. This non gauge covariant term is able to separate into nOll gauge covariant term not contributirtg to real transition process and gauge covariant one, but should be dropped off, 011 which we discussed in the previous paper7J. Further, in Spite of being possible to prove formally the equivalence between pseudoscalar and pseudovector couplings of the pseudoscalar meson field before using the explicit expressions of ..:I-functions, the identity relation does not hold only for the first non gauge covariant term of the pseudovector coupling and the first gauge covariant one of the pseudoscalar coupling except the remainings. This fact seems to suggest the ambiguity of the first integral of the pseudoscalar coupling terms. Really this integral gives unique result if we use Schwinger's expressions of 4--functions, but gives another different result when another expressions of 4-functions are used. This situation is clearly seen in the fact that the value of d at the origin is infinite in the Fourier representation but becomes zero in the Schwinger one. From this point of view, the first gauge covariant term of the pseudoscalar coupling should be dropped out, which obliges Pauli's regulator to have another condition, i.e., Sp(x)/v'i""dx=O, ~c(/1nt=O. Further, this conditioncompels the second term of the scalar coupling of the scalar neutretto to be zero.
But the use of this condition unrestrictedly gives rise the failure of the equivalence theorem in another case of meson decay problem. Namely, in the decay of a pseudoscalar neutral1"-meson into a vector neutral 'It meson with tensor coupling and a photon, the pseudoscalar coupling term is equivalent to the pseudovector coupling one without using {p(x) /../7: dx=O, except the first diverging and the second finite terms· of the pseudoscalar coupling which vanish by the charge renormalization regulator lp(x) log [xl dx=O and Sp!x) a'x=O and the first finite but non gauge covariant term of the pseudovector coupling which disappears by the condition i,lJ(x)../7: t!1t=O. On the contrary, the use of Ip(x) /../7: dx=O destroys the equivalence theorem in this case. This situation tells us the following fact, that the condition {p(x)/../7: dx=O should be used only after the relation f,= (2xi x)/t was set up, ,..-here ft and /t denote the pseudoscalar and the pseudovector coupling constants and XI) and X means the reciprocal Compton wave length of proton and meson respectively. But the use of the condition {p(x)/.vi""dx=O after the relation j;= (21to /x)h or h= (x/21t o )h was substituted removes sometimes even the term which satisfies the identity relation and gauge covariancy. As this result seems undesired, we shall adopt the following procedure. Now we shall consider this situation more profoundly. When we prove the equivalence theorem between the pseudoscalar and the pseudovector couplings, the following procedure is used:
where Hpr, and HpO denote the Hamiltonian density for the real transition process Qf the pscudovector and pseudQscalar coupling respectively, and A expresses the term multiplies by 0 (x). which is obtained by transforming the pseudovector coupling term as above using the Dirac equation of J:
. SD that when we will regulate the matrix elements to preserve the equiva!enct' theorem. both sides should be regulated as the same order of magnitude ,.vith respect to xl,._ If such procedure for regulating method is used. the S. OZAKI, S.ONEDA and S. SASAKI remnval· of divergencey, gauge covariancy and identity relation are always preserved by using only Pauli's regulators. and J/'(x) "t/i"dx=O. But there exists another alternative; namely when we regulate the both sides, the method whicbregulates the expression divided by Xo ill the fOl mula cited above is also allowed. But in this case, the another condition j I' (x) / "t/i"tlx=O for regulator is necessary besides the above conditions in order to satisfy all requirements mentioned above. It is also noted that those alternatives yield the same results for removing the undesired terms. Further, it is interesting that the conditions f .
./itp(x)dx=O or jp(x) /../it
X dlC=O, which were necessary to preserve the gauge covariancy and the identity relation for the fomler and the latter alternative respectively makes the divergent term vanish, appearing in the decay of a heavy meson int9 lighter mesons, for example, .±_1r±+7t' or -r=-1r±+r. From the considerations mentioned above.
it may be conclllded that careful treatment for reg\llating method gives almost s:ltisfactory result. § 2. Details of the aboveeonsideratioDs.
Fukuda and Miyamot0 6 ) first pointed out that the non gauge convatiant and finite terms appears in the first term of the matrix element for the scalar coupling in the r~ecay of scalar neutretto. Hut as the gauge covariancy for the matrix element i., formally proved 7), such a nongangecovariant· term mllst be dropped out. Or, such a term should be removed out by the following reason. Generalized Schrodinger equation for such a term is
where A~and tp denote electromagnetic potential and wave. function of scalar neutretto respectively and IF means state vector and· lC=mc/'A., 11l proton ma.o;s.
This equation is gauge invarianl for the following gauge transformation A", -Ap. we can regulate as the term of even power of m. The non gauge covariant term for the scalar neutretto with scalar coupling is produced from the follm\'ing integral:
(4) is regulated by using the relation (3) and
As the first telm i)f the formula (5) is non gauge covariant, it must be dropped off, which requires the following condition for regulator:
Next, also in the case of the pseudoscalar neutretto with pseudovector coupling there appears the non gauge covariant term in the first of matrix element, which is able to separate into non gauge covariant term not contributing to real transition process and gauge covariant one, but should be dropped off, on which we already discussed in the previolls paper 7 
where x.. means reciprocal Compton wave length of ,..-meson. The first part vanishes by the law of conservation of energy and momentum for real transition process. Therefore, if we put /;= (2X/X")/2' Nelson and Dyson's argument is established, which hereafter we call the equivalence theorem, while the first non gauge covariant term of H"v is not equal to the first gauge covariant one of Hili and the equivalence theorm exactly holds for remaning terms of H"", and Hili. Namely the matrix elements for pseudoscalar and pseudovector coupling are the following:
Therefore, it seems appropriate to us that the first gauge covariant term of the pseudoscalar coupling (8) But the use of this condition unrestrictedly yields the failure of the equivalence theorem in another case of meson decay problem, Namely, in the decay of a pseudoscalar neutral t'-meson into a vector neutral "'-meson with tensor coupling (interaction constant g2) and a photon, the pseudoscalar coupling term (interaction constant G1) is equivalent to the pseudovectar coupling one (interaction constant G2), except the terms mentioned below. The matrix element for pseudoscalar coupling of t'0 becomes as follows:
H _ I I /I" II".!
x.~ X (1-11) (4+811-(j'j1-p'+R",,) x./jx~-(2-2.'+211+4;·2'_;·:C_~I1'·~)x./;x~ l, 1 
the first non gauge covariant term of which is dropped by the condition f Vx x ,t/(x) dx=O. And if we put G, = (,2'x/x .. ) G 2 , the equivalence theorem holds exact!ybetweell the remaining terms of (10) and (It) except the terms dropped out by regulator. If we, further, use the condition {p(x) / vxdx=O. the second term of (11) is dropped out, which destroys the equivalence theorem or requires the more restricted condition fl'(x) jxdx=O or "5"C,11I/=0 for regulator in order to bring about the e',lllivalcnce theorem. As the new condition removes the lIni·.lllc integral, we must consider whether the equivalence theorem d0CS not hold or the condition i,o(x) / .vxdx=O is inade'1uate. This situation tells liS that i,o(x) / ..,Ix
x dx=O should not be lIsed unrestrictedly. Now we may consider the reason why this result yielded. As the equivalence theorcm is proved by the procedure mentioned above as the formula ~ 7). I"". and If,,. should be the same order of magnitude referring to x, whereas we regulated independently psem\oscalar and pseudovector matrix eiements respectively. This is the reason why the equivalence theorem was destroyed. Conscquently, we IllUst regulate both terms of pscudoscalar and pseudovcctor coupling-matrix clcllll~nts as preserved as the same order of magnitnde with respect to x. For example. the equivalence bd\\"ccll (~) and (9) is established by regulating after the relation j; = (2x/x,,)J:,! \\'as slIb- settled to preserve the gauge covariancy, it is interesting that it is also useful to remove the diverging integral. Now there exists another alternative for regulating method, which regulates the term after the relation H,.,= 1/2xHp" was set up. But in this case, the another condition J,o(x) / v'x ox=O is necessary besides the above conditions in order to satisfy all requirement mentioned above. However those alternatives yield the same reslllts for removing the undesired terms. For example, in the ;-decay problem of pset:doscalar nClltretto if \\'cadopt the latter alternative, the first terms of (8) and (9) are dropped by the condition ff'(%) / -v% tI%=O. If the former alternative is adopted, the same first terms of (8) and (9) are removed by the condition fp(%) , .. /i"d%=O. And in the decay problem of To meson into no meson and a photon, according to the former alternative, the first diverging and the second finite terms of (10) and the first non gauge covariant one of (11) are dropped out by the condition f ..I~f'(Il)d%=O. Regulating according to the latter alternative, the first diverging term of (10) is dropped out by the condition Sf'(Il) log I % /d%=O and the second term of (10) <:.nd the first one of (11) are removed by fl'(ll)dll=O. It is evident that those alternatives yield the same result. In the decay of T:I: _ n:!: + no (T scalar, n:l:, no pseudoscalar) the diverging integral appears, which according to the latter alternative vanishes by the condition J,"(%) /..Ix dll=O.
According to such an idea, as the same situation exists in the scalar and vector coupling of scalar meson, i.e., H..=2xH.-2xH, , it seems appropriate to regulate the terms of scalar coupling multiplied by x, which removes the first and second terms by the conditions I%fl(%)dx=O and f{'(x)dx=O in the case of the former alternative. Even according to the latter alternative i.e., H,= (1/2x)H" the first and second terms of scalar coupling are dropped by the conditions f .,/x{J(%)dx=O and fp(x) / v'"i d%=O. Thus, the both alternatives yield the same result. It may be concluded that all requirements mentioned above are satisfied whenever we use the regulator by considering such a relation.
